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Strangler Loose on Main Line Campus

A woman known to Radnor Police Chief Moerice as "Stella the Strangler" is reportedly terrorizing Villanova students on the Main Line campus. Police say they have few leads as to the identity of the woman, other than a picture that was taken by a Pocket photographer during one of "Stella's" night raids.

Radnor Police Chief Moerice Henny, announced yesterday. "For $500 in paid moving violation fines, we'll allow students one free illegal overnight park or an extra five miles per hour on Lancaster Ave.," the chief explained. "Those students 'saving' over $1500 in fines gets a free police officers with every ticket."

The new shakers are slightly larger than the old containers, which were manufactured by the Diamond Crystal Salt Co. The new containers used a mold of plastic in pasted shades of ceru and siena and are manufactured by the Diamond Crystal Salt Co. The old shakers featured a white motif, with black lids on the pepper shakers.

Cafeteria Supervisor Erma Crystal Salt Co. The new containers are manufactured by the Diamond Crystal Salt Co. The old shakers featured a white motif, with black lids on the pepper shakers.

Cafeteria Supervisor Erma Wombat expressed her concern that the new shakers did not have removable caps. "It'll take so much time to get the seasonings into those little holes. Don't they think we have anything better to do down here?"

Avignon lodged several complaints in a petition to the dean. He noted that "the art deco look of the new shakers doesn't match the traditional cafeteria decor, that the new containers are harder to grasp onto, and, further noted that he doesn't like shaking his condiments out of box containers."

Frankino said he hoped to choose matching mustard and ketchup containers before he leaves in May. "I was thinking of something in Baroque, but functional," he enthused.

Next in The Mocket...

Reimel Divorce Court

Movie Review: O'Brien & Bride in "Breakfast at Brooks Brothers."

Professorial Quotes Taken Completely Out of Context

Pulling Library to Open as After Hours Disco

Wombat expressed her concern that the new shakers did not have removable caps. "It'll take so much time to get the seasonings into those little holes. Don't they think we have anything better to do down here?"

Avignon lodged several complaints in a petition to the dean. He noted that "the art deco look of the new shakers doesn't match the traditional cafeteria decor, that the new containers are harder to grasp onto, and, further noted that he doesn't like shaking his condiments out of box containers."

Frankino said he hoped to choose matching mustard and ketchup containers before he leaves in May. "I was thinking of something in Baroque, but functional," he enthused.

The Frankino Collection

Tree-Planting Killed By Bureaucracy; Fear

by Barry Commoner.

A group of students wishing to plant a tree on the Villanova Law School grounds for Arbor Day were told that it was too late this year to act on the suggestion, but that the matter would be kept under consideration for the future.

The suggestion originated in one section of the first-year class. Upon meeting with resistance, the first-years circulated a petition which garnered fifty signatures. The petition was given to SBA representatives. After much consultation about the proper procedure for handling such petitions, the SBA decided that the matter was not within their purview.

One rep was heard to state that the suggestion bordered on "subversive"; another called it a "thinly-veiled environmentalist-communist plot." Reportedly, there was a fear of "repercus­sions" by faculty members who might view such a measure as an implicit criticism of VLS grounds-keeping management.

The interested students were directed to the Student Faculty Committee, where there was an inquiry into precisely which students were responsible for the drafting of the petition. From all other accounts, the debate was strenuous and lengthy.

Some faculty members appeared hesitantly receptive to the
EDITORIAL

All’s Hokey-Dokey

by Anne A. Kronyam

Although the legal profession is an ancient institution whose dates back to the origins of man, the student body has acquired a taste for the esoteric, it is a fact that the number of people taking the legal profession is large. As a result, a portion of its members who constantly subject itself to the pressures of legal realism, the legal teaching profession is going strong. Most young members who, with one eye fixed on tradition and the other eye fixed on the political scene, believe that a legal profession should strive for social conscience, choose to teach legal principles as they are found in post-legal realists.

Legal realism was first espoused in the 1930s by Frank Llewellyn, Holmes, and other great legal realists. Legal realism is a school of thought that has been among the faculty of many of our nation's law schools in the past year. The faculty of Harvard Law School suffered a split between legal realism and legal positivists, thereby forcing this great institution to tailor its curriculum in order to accommodate both camps. Furthermore, the fever of legal realism has recently infected some members of the editorial staff of the school faculty who believe that teaching and the law should consist of more than their ideological principles, and more than the Socio-Legal School, where distinguished professors have come upon the realization that classroom activities are the teacher and the taught who must mold the image of a legal professional. Some have called these radicals "pennilessly progressive" partisans, although others have called them "weenies." In order to preserve their anonymity, the names of faculty members who spoke to this reporter were not used.

Professor Harry Tongue spoke to this reporter about an innovative teaching style which he refers to as "Lexi." His approach to teaching is not about the students but rather the students. His research on legal realist law has been spent on permanent capital improvements to Garey Hall's structure, instead of on new furniture and other aesthetic niceties for the vending room and Deans' office. The library's technological resources are so abundant that students no longer wait hours, sometimes days, just to use a computer. And, of course, all the school's Eco-cops are in service as a de facto security force through copies for everyone (including our employers) to read.

With things running this smoothly, we see no need to get involved in the ever-increasing accountability, lest the powers that be present themselves as a sign that there is no need for change. Heaven's, we wouldn't want that. The status quo is just fine, thank you.

Villanova Law School.

It’s a Hip Place to Be

by Jyvin Jim

As I took the first steps and opened the door to the cafeteria, I was hit with a blast of Jimmy Hendrix and Bob Dylan. A step by step my amazement grew. I saw self-righteous white peace medallions dangling from their necks, jamming on a piano, sax and drums in one corner, some figures in tie-dyed shirts, others of the floors meet, the student lounge is open for business. Students are acknowledging law school staffers (the secretaries and the janitors), VLS. All the left-wing graffiti is off the bathroom walls and student political groups are mobilizing for the upcoming Presidential primaries. Closer to home, the student lounge was open for business. All year long now a copycat rancor has been on some pretty heavy drugs. As for me, I may be unconcerned about the commodity, which is defined by Webster as "that which affords comfort or profit, or an element of wealth, an economic good." The bleeding hearts out there — namely, the legal aiders willing to work for peanuts and get a law that is not worth anything to risk working for peanuts — object to their nonexistent interests, for the law on the ground that the legal system transmogrifies the economic status of the less fortunate rather than change the way they see their personal property to make good on your student loans. And don’t you dare think about telling my corporate firm’s personnel director when you have been interviewing for a position when Pro Bono Publico goes belly up from all that non-federal generating of legal aid litigation you’ve been doing for five years. You made your liberal bed; lie in it.

As for me, I may be unconcerned but at least I’m not in the least bit worried about the financial stakes. And I think you can live a fairly comfortable life doing what I do. Although the legal profession is considered to be a learned profession, for many people it is not an occupation of the intellect. A law school professor who teaches that the law is a function of the power that be must be considered a target of the law as it is to them as any other commodity. The paradox of our nation is that the paradox of our nation is that the law is to treat the status of the bar is to treat the freedom to admit how insidious we are — and then carry on as if we're an even more determined spirit.
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VLS Joint Chiefs Get Caught in Casebookgate

by Sounds McKenzie

WASHINGTON, D.C.: Former top Villanova Law School Administration officials were accused by the Federal Trade Commission yesterday of involvement in an illegal scheme to sell law textbooks to VLS students at artificially high prices. The excess profits were to be transferred to a Swiss bank account for use by the Nicaraguan Contras. It is unclear whether any of the excess profits from the illegal book sales actually reached the Contras. In fact, investigators reviewing the former administration's Swiss bank records say millions are left unaccounted for.

The illegal book sales scheme was uncovered when the former Administration attempted to make a shipment of textbooks for the use of certain VCLS clients. Then Administration Secretary Garry McDenise was frustrated Ivy Leaguers. "Admissions policies an exalted profession and we thought we'd make it an annual event... Geologists, we have found conclusive evidence confirming that James Stewart Markowitz is the lost brother of Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski of Poland. "It was the glasses that tipped us off," said the head of the research team. The researchers said they next planned to determine if world famous legal scholar Stephen P. Frankino is a relative of Don Knots... U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice William Johnsen confirmed today that minorities do have rights in the U.S., but just not in his neighborhood... A Department of Labor study released today noted that while law-related jobs were declining, the medieval art of illumination was still alive and well as the advent of desktop publishing with personal computers..."
John E. Murray, Jr.
"Able to break ironclad contracts with a single cause of action"
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Barrell Scrapers
To Visit VLS Today

continued from page 1

Barrell, a New Orleans-based company, is the bottom of the class will conduct interviews at the Villanova School of Law on April 1. Placement Director Jone Beach announced this week.

Beach commented that she "hoped these employers would give students a chance to gain valuable interview experience and to get jobs with top employers."

Among those interviewing will be: Higginbotham Legal Services; McDowell, Ferber and Brown's Divorce Express; Maytag Repairmen Associated; Dewey, Cheatham & Howe; the MOVE Defense Committee, the Har-Krishna Airport Freedom Coalition; and, the West Palm Beach Public Defender's Office.

Sack Reveal
Continued from page 3

faculty and administration officials have been subpoenaed to testify before the Commission.

The Mocket has not been al-

allowed access to these meetings, and has filed a formal complaint with the Administration under the current policy of "lacktrust." However, the Mocket was able to interview several faculty members leaving the closed-door sessions.

When asked about the faculty meeting, Professor John Hisston stated, "It's Hell, literally Hell in there."

When asked if faculty members were invoking the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination, Professor Fred Rothman stated, "Believe me, no one wants to clear things up more than faculty; they are still willing to participate in a possible school-wide referendum on the Arbor Senate."

"I have not been witness to the discussion concerning the section. However, I have heard the Court concerning their section. Therefore, in order to allow them to reconsider the wisdom of the vote."
**SHOW BIZ AND SCHLOCK**

**Murphy To Sing Again**

Left: Betty Murphy sings "When Irish Eyes are Smiling" last St. Patrick's Day. Right: Ethel Herman with Milton Berle in "It's a Mad, Mad, Mad World."

**Twin brothers (left), and Arnold will be a double divorce threat on "L.A. Law" next season.**

**Eccentric Leaves Library Books**

**Business OPPORTUNITIES**

Law School for Sale

Stead East Coast law school with aging faculty and physical plant looking for a responsible buyer with a sense of world conscience and lots of money. Current owners and administration aware of this ad, would do anything to save their school. Will entertain proposals. Welcome, Mocket Box #169

**by Liz Latham**

LOS ANGELES: Prof. Lewis Becker, evil twin of "L.A. Law" star Anthony Denison, has purchased the volumes he designated as the law school lectures. They should be earmarked for refurbishing the floor of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange.

The following list of new book titles recently acquired by the library was released today by Pulling Library Director Alan Top Floor, All Faculty on the Top Floor, with the proviso that some of the volumes be designated with Eccentric Leaves. Those without business savvy would become eligible for plump perk packages — including discount travel on all TWA flights and would spend next summer working as runners on the floor of the Philadelphia Stock Exchange.

I'm not in it for the money — I'm really someone's wife and mother first — it was just time to find something else to do on the side besides run the law school. I'll be satisfied if I get my own Winnie the Pooh in the letter," Murphy exclaimed to reporters.

Deans Stephen P. Frankino and Robert Garbarino issued a joint statement warning Murphy well in her new endeavor, but added that they hoped she would "avoid doing nude scenes and the kinds of morally questionable scripts that have been the downfall of many a young star." Variety reported that Murphy is rumored to have signed a contract worth $40,000 per day of filming.

I look so much like Ethel and I sing better than Jean Stapleton," Murphy commented. "We were also close friends. Ethel and I used to entertain the troops during the war.

"In Hollywood, Elizabeth Murphy, Director of Services at the Villanova School of Law announced today that she will retire in order to return to her show business career. Murphy said she had been contemplating such a career move for some time, and that her decision was predicated on the offer she recently received to star in a movie biography of the late Ethel Merman and, on her recent stage success at the SBA St. Patrick's Day "Hollywood Party."

"I'm not sure if [Ethel] starts turning around a little up-front money to lure corporate-minded faculty recruits to VLS," Hertz said. "Ethel has been known to attend "Junior Achievement" conventions just to glad-hand prospective hires, he noted. "When Carl says he's looking for young talent, he means it." In fact, Hertz surmised, with Icahn at the helm, the typical VLS faculty would bear a more physical and moral resemblance to the Alex B. Keaton character in "Family Ties." So would the typical entering first-year student, he added. "We're looking for your basic Federalist Society type just dropping with a whole chip on his shoulder," Hertz said.
**GAMES PEOPLE PLAY**

**A White Russian?**

The Czar will rule a new pro softball league to be organized in the Soviet Union this spring. "Franchises are the Murmansk Maulers, "Among the teams to be fielded to be organized in the Soviet Union this spring. "Franchises may be the Chernobyl Glowworms, vostok Exiles, the Leningrad..."

---

**A Cast of Characters — Whodunnit, Whogotit?**

by Sherlock Spillane

Prof. John Dobbny will host a murder mystery party for Villanova Law School faculty this Friday night. One lucky faculty member will be the unknown intended victim as Prof. Anne Paulin and Leonard Packed work feverishly to uncover the evidence leading to the identity of the victim and his murderer before the murder is committed. A priest and a rabbi will stand by in case the killer strikes first.

"I thought it would be a great concept for a party," enthused Dobbny. "And if it really turns out well, I can publish it as a short story."

Dobbny commented that students were free to come peer into the windows of his home to watch the action as it unfolds. However, he emphasized, "This is only an exhibition, no wagering, please."